Eco D Wash - Product Details

The revolutionary way to wash your car, boat, motorbike, or any other metal, glass, or painted
surface! A totally waterless washing system.

The Car Cleaning Product That Does Not Need Water
You can wash and polish your car anywhere. In the garage, on your drive, or in a car park. All
you need to get brilliant results is Eco D Wash and two clean cloths - no water! no buckets! no
hoses! no noisy jet wash machine! and no wellington boots! A totally waterless washing and
polishing system.

The Car Cleaning Product That Is Quick And Easy To Use
Simply spray on; wipe with a clean cloth; wait a few seconds then wipe off with another clean
cloth - what could be easier? The warmer it is, the quicker it is, can be used in direct sunlight
without problems. Eco D Wash simply lifts dirt from the surface you are washing and leaves a
polished finish.

Fed up with getting changed and then spending hours washing your car by hand, getting cold
and wet, messing around with hoses, buckets and sponges, or spending time stuck in queues
for car washes? Then Eco D Wash is the answer for you. Wash, and polish your car easily,
quickly, and without fuss. Get a polished finish second to none, which will last longer than a
traditional "bucket and sponge" wash.

The Car Cleaning Product That Saves You Money
It is cheaper to wash and polish your car using Eco D Wash than traditional car cleaning
products, such as automatic car washes and jet/lance wash machines.

The Car Cleaning Product That Is Safe To Use And Kind To The
Environment
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By using Eco D Wash, no harmful chemicals are washed down the drains, so it is suitable for
use anywhere. One 500ml bottle of Eco D Wash will save 1 ton of water.

Eco D Wash Gets Your Car Cleaner - Without Scratching
Eco D Wash cannot scratch, its chemical composition uses capillary action to envelop every
dust and grit particle down to a size smaller than the human eye can see, and does not allow it
to come in contact with the surface again.
Eco D Wash lifts the dirt and grit from the surface you are washing as it dries, and suspends it
within the compound, so that it does not come into contact with the bodywork again. Gently
removing road grime, tar, bird droppings and tree sap.

Eco D Wash is used throughout South Africa:
Nissan Global (Pretoria), Nissan Bloomers (Johannesburg), Subaru Kensington
(Johannesburg), McCarthy Toyota (Pretoria), WorkForce Group (Pretoria), Momentum
Insurance Park (Johannesburg), Engen Island Park (Durban), BP Durham (Cape Town),
Capricorn Mall (Cape Town), Century City Business Park (Cape Town), Umhlange Plaza
(Durban), Herbex (Cape Town), Harley Davidson, Easy Ride (Pretoria)
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